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Founded in 1992, as a vertically-integrated manufacturer
specializing in quality apparel/bag, Kingland’s impressive
solutions of textile products are now regularly demanded for,
and highly regarded by many internationally-renowned retail
brands.
Armed with a business mission to provide innovative textile
supply-chain service, with competitive prices and optimal
lead time, Kingland prides itself as a reliable, respectable and
responsible Asian partner to its customers around the globe.

COMPANY BACKGROUND
XIAMEN C&D INC.
Kingland is solely initiated by XIAMEN C&D INC, (Stock Code: 600153).
A modern service oriented enterprise mainly specialized in supply chain
operation and real estate development which business can be dated
back to 1980. The company was listed Shanghai stock market in 1998
with the sole sponsorship of XIAMEN C&D CORP. LTD. As of the end
of 2011, the company’s total assets value was approximately RMB 52.3
billion Yuan and the net assets value was approximately RMB 10.1 billion
Yuan. For many years the company has been rated an AAA CreditStanding enterprise and among China’s Top 100 Listed companies. The
company is also be choseas “Hu-Shen 300 Index”, “SSE 180 Index” and
“SSE Dividend Index Sample Stock”, “SSE Corporate Governance Index
Sample Stock”.

XIAMEN C&D CORP. LTD.
XIAMEN C&D CORP. LTD. is a large-size investment enterprise group
with a current registered capital of RMB 3.5 billion Yuan which was set
up in December 1980. With a major business covering fields such as
supply chain operations, real estate development, tourism & hotels and
conference & exhibition, its total asset has been over RMB 60 billion Yuan
and the annual operation revenue has been over RMB 80 billion Yuan
now. C&D was ranked as the 119th in China Top 500 Enterprises, the 43rd
of China Top 500 Service Enterprises in 2011, and has been ranking as
the first of the Top 100 Enterprise Groups in Fujian Province consecutively
for many years.
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Adding Value at every stage of Apparel Supply-Chain!

KEY LINK OF SUPPLY CHAIN

Product Design

Yarn Sourcing

Accerrory Sourcing

Sampling

Production Planning

Production Monitoring

Printing & Embroidery

Quality Control

Fabric Development

Warehousing &
Logistic Distribution
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Adding Value at every stage of Apparel Supply-Chain!

SUPPLY CHAIN OPERATION

TEXTILE RESOURCE

FABRIC & TRIM

TRIM SOURCING

FABIC KNITTING
& WEAVING

FABRIC DYEING
& PRINTING

APPAREL DESIGN

DISTRIBUTION

An essential component of a successful supply chain is the raw material.
As a leader in the apparel manufacturing market, Kingland understands
the importance of value added services, and differentiate itself by going
deeply into the field of the textile resources.

APPAREL
PRODUCTION

PRINT &
EMBROIDERY

ORDER PLANING

APPAREL
FINISHING

Kingland is positioned as a natural extension of our customer’s business
and covers the entire textile supply chain; from product development
and design to merchandising and from production to logistics. Superior
customer service has distinguished the company from its peers in the
competitive garment manufacturing industry.

With Its advantages of capital and strong relationships with suppliers
around, Kingland has built up an effective textile resources network
among FuZhou, ShiJiaZhuang, QingDao and Shanghai, and gradually
opened offices in these cities. All is In the mission of offering professional
supply chain solutions and optimal cost plan to our customers.
Remarkably, these services typically delivery these performance
improvements while also providing substantial reductions in material
overhead costs.

With wide products ranging from specialty infant and children’s wear, to
casual, sports and fashion wear for men & women, and sports/casual
bags, as well as the operation of extensive logistics and distribution
networks serving major countries internationally. Kingland supports its
customers from more than 40 countries, with quality apparel solutions to
address every aspect of textile sourcing and manufacturing, from concept
to delivery.
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PRODUCTS CATEGORY
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The core of SKI & Outdoor Wears, such as ski & snowboard wears, 3 IN 1
jackets, down jackets, softshell jackets, windbreaker, waterproof jackets,
trekking shirt, and hiking pant integrated with the most advanced woven or
knitted technical and functional materials. By maintaining high production
standards through our on-site inspection QC, Kingland strive to provide
customers best service in quality control and price optimizing, and offers
an extensive range of outdoor/ski wears to world.

Core Products

Outdoor
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Ski

Snowboard

Hiking
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PRODUCTS CATEGORY
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SPORTS WEAR
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Kids Wear

Over years, Kingland’s extensive experience with sportswear makes it the
industry leader, providing proven performance in this market.?
The high demand for quality cycling wear, running wear, golfing wear,
swimwear, baseball wear, football Wear, and team uniform, all sets the
standard at Kingland performance. With our experience and expertise,
Kingland delivers products that meet the exacting requirements for critical
performance applications in a variety of diverse markets, and continue to offer
most competitive prices and services to our customers.

Core Products

Golf

Swimwear
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Running

Cycling

Baseball

Football
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PRODUCTS CATEGORY
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CASUAL WEAR

Known for its stylish and fashionable prints, luxurious fabric and excellent fit,
Kingland provides variety of casual wears for our customers in high quality.
The major items of this products series are padded jacket, overcoat, anorak,
down jackets, underwear, sweat suit, t-shirt, cargo pants, and leisure wear in
fashion conscious.

Core Products

Anorak

Sweater

Denim/Pants

Padded Jackets

Cap & Scarf

Pajamas
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Woven Bottoms

Underwear
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PRODUCTS CATEGORY
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KIDS WEAR
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Kids Wear

Starting with a passion for soft and safe quality in children's wear, has
grown up into an inspiration that guides Kingland to meet the specialized
needs of the youth market. The category includes 0~24 months’ newborns
and the 2~16 children wear, among outer jacket, sweater, fleece sets,
denim wearing, dress and pants. Kingland takes pride in assuring each
customer is totally satisfied for product quality and consistency, fashion
sense and keen management.

Core Products

Jackets

Pants

Sweater

Infant

Dress

Sets
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PRODUCTS CATEGORY

BAG & CASE

Kingland’s bag and case products, such as backpack, hockey bag,
traveling bag, cycling bag, cool bag, basketball bag and trekking umbrella,
were developed with our Outdoor and Sports-fashion product series
from 1998. Years of experience and professional service are now highly
regarded by customers worldwide.

Core Products

backpack

Hockey bag
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traveling bag

Sports bag
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FACILITIES OVERVIEW

CERTIFICATION

Since our founding in 1992, a constant ingredient in our development into
a China-based Supply Chain. This portfolio includes factories in Xiamen,
Quanzhou, Fuzhou, Jiangxi province and Anhui province. Our professional
sourcing team has been successfully supporting Kingland with reducing the
supply chain cost, minimize the supply chain risk, and developing long-term
partnership in the value chain.

At Kingland, being a responsible company is more than just maintaining
appearances. Our mission is safety and green. Safety in products and
Safety in our workplace and our environment. We pride ourselves on
our ability and commitment to keep up with the certifications to keep
our products and personnel safe. We keep in an effort to minimize the
negative impacts on our local community and environment.

Kingland also understand that developing a competitive supply chain in Asia
is critical to our customers. Our sourcing team is keep investigating Vietnam,
Bangladesh and Cambodia and preparing facility investment there.
Within our global manufacturing facilities, Kingland’s focus is to supply our
clients with innovative and quality products at competitive prices in the
shortest lead time. As a fully integrated supplier, Kingland aim to add value
and work together with our partners to achieve shared goals and aspirations.
Our facilities are equipped with in-house capabilities for knitting, dyeing,
embroidery and printing as well as garment washing. We constantly upgrade
and automate our manufacturing facilities for greater productivity and
efficiency so as to remain competitive.

Anhui
Jiangxi
Fuzhou
Bangladesh
(Investment Preparing)

Audit Passed

Quanzhou
Xiamen

Vietnam
(Investment Preparing)
Cambodia
(Investment Preparing)
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XIAMEN

FUZHOU

Factories In Fuzhou Area
Total Workers: 1200
Main Products: Snow & Outdoor Wear, Sports Wear

Factories In Xiamen Area
Total Workers: 200
Main Products: Snow & Outdoor Wear
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QUANZHOU | JINJIANG

Factories In Jinjiang Area
Total Workers: 3000
Main products: Snow & Outdoor Wear, Sports Wear, Kids Wear, Casual Wear

Factories In Quanzhou Area
Total Workers: 2000
Main products: Sportswear, Kids Wear, Bag & Case
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JIANGXI | ANHUI

Factories In Anhui Province
Total Workers: 500
Main products: Casual Wear, Kids Wear

Factories In Jiangxi Province
Total Workers: 4000
Main Products: Snow & Outdoor Wear, Sports Wear, Casual Wear, Kids Wear
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ADVANCED EQUIPMENT

Map Reading Instrument

Seam-Sealed Machine

Laser Cutting Machine

Cutting Plotter

Needle Detector

X-rite color spectrum machine
Color fastness tester
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Xiamen Kingland Co., Ltd.
Add:10/F Sealight Building,Xiamen,361001,P.R.China
Tel: 86-592-2115800

Fax: 86-592-2076985

E-mail：kingland@chinacnd.com
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